Siphon Pro® Jiggler Hose
Thank you for purchasing the Siphon Pro® Jiggler Hose. In this kit, you will find an 8’ hose with an attached
copper jiggler. As an additional perk, we have included two hose clips! The patented orange hose man clip can
be attached to a variety of containers as well as being a hose extender (see bottom photo). The blue clip is a
sturdy alternative for basic containers. Both clips help to prevent potentially spilling any liquid and allow you
to have full control when starting the siphon. This setup is simple to use and can be incredibly convenient for
transferring many liquids. The beauty of the Siphon Pro® Jiggler Hose is how easy it is to use!
STEP 1
Place the non-copper end of the hose in the container you would like to fill. We
recommend using our patented orange hose man clip (Figure 1) to attach the hose to the
desired container. To use the blue hose clip, simply slide the hose through the fixed
adjustment and clip to the desired container.
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STEP 2
Submerge the entire copper end into the liquid you would like to transfer. It is necessary
for the container you are filling to be at a lower height than the source liquid you are
siphoning (Figure 2). This allows gravity to pull the liquid down the hose thus creating the
suction for the siphon.
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STEP 3
Shake the copper jiggler up and down vigorously (Figure 3). The copper jiggler must
remain submerged to start a siphon and to create a continuous flow. Continue to move
the copper jiggler up and down until the liquid fills the hose and starts to pour into the
desired container. Once gravity takes over and the siphon flows freely, it is no longer
necessary to shake the copper jiggler.

Figure 3

STEP 4
Continue to hold the copper jiggler inside the source liquid such that the mouth of the copper jiggler is
submerged. Once you have transferred the desired amount, simply pull the copper jiggler out of the source
liquid causing the flow to stop.
The Siphon Pro® Jiggler Hose is manufactured in the USA by a family-owned and operated business. We pride
ourselves on our customers’ satisfaction. A huge part of our success has been reviews provided by purchasers
like you! We would love to hear any input you may have about this product on Amazon.
Questions/Issues: For any questions or issues, please contact us at Support@GenTap.com.
We work very quickly during business hours to address inquiries and we try to respond within one hour.
For more information, instructional videos, and to see other Siphon Pro® products,
visit our website at www.SiphonPro.com.
For other great products produced by GenTap LLC, visit our website at www.Gentap.com.
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